TAILOR-MADE LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS DESIGNER
A LARGE PORTFOLIO OF SERVICES REINFORCED WITH PREMIUM AIR FREIGHT PARTNERSHIP

Today, CMA CGM Logistics is reinforcing its air freight service by introducing its privileged partnership with one of the world’s leading air freight carriers.

After identifying the customer’s needs, CMA CGM Logistics provides the transportation mode alternatives that ensure best value for money.

- **Sea/Air transport** - The flexibility required to optimize your supply chain.
- **Air Transport** - The fastest mode of transport for cargo with operationally or commercially critical delivery times.

CMA CGM Logistics offers an extensive network worldwide, with numerous daily services to most destinations even on long-haul routes.

Proposed Air Freight products:

- **Express Cargo**: CMA CGM Logistics ensures priority handling for urgent or unexpected cargo. When a cargo needs to be transported with pressing deadlines, CMA CGM Logistics guarantees privileged access to space on aircraft carriers, and its dedicated teams coordinate activities to cater to that need.

- **Groupage Cargo**: CMA CGM Logistics provides a reliable service for air freight groupage. To save on air freight costs, CMA CGM Logistics offers its expertise in combining different cargoes onto one flight.

- **Dedicated Freighter**: CMA CGM Logistics can arrange to transport cargo in freighters exclusively dedicated to the customer.

THE ADDED VALUE

- Supported by **two industry giants** (CMA CGM and Air France KLM) providing reliability and access to global knowhow.
- **One dedicated interlocutor handling all parts of your business** creating increased flexibility and reduced complexity.
- **Personalized services** yielding optimal solutions.
- **Best cost/speed ratio** based on customer’s requests.
- **Wide and international area covered** with integrated networks, capacity and fleets.
Supply chain management is a key element of every group strategy and has never been so complex. In order to reduce costs and optimize just-in-time flows, customers need partners who understand their specific needs and develop a customized logistics solution.

Thanks to its privileged access to strategic partners, CMA CGM Logistics can build optimized tailor-made services across 5 continents.

CMA CGM Logistics listens to customers and thinks along with them, adding value every step of the way.

Your single interlocutor ensures:
- Tracking accuracy
- Proactivity, flexibility and reliability
- Proposal of alternative solutions